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About This Game
Immersed into dark and unexplored ancient woods a group of expeditioners goes deep in search of an old, almost forgotten
legend, the "Legend of the Ancients". But not everything goes as planned as the place keeps a never revealed horrifying secret.

You play the game as Thomas Farrell, a young anthropologist and one of the expeditioners behind the search of evidence about
the Legend of the Ancients.
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Thomas traveled to Buenos Aires, where an old colleague of his uncle Eneko seems to have found an important trail to the
Ancients.
His investigations start in an old boarding house and soon he will realize that there is something hidden beyond the legend.
Hidden is a high-res, atmospheric first person horror point n' click adventure game with focus on story, puzzles and exploration.
The storyline is split into two games: On the trail of the Ancients and The Untold.

Key Features
Rich and mature Story, strengthened with docs, books, audio records and visual elements along the adventure.
Classic Point n' click gameplay.
Intriguing and immersive detailed high-res locations set in the 30s.
Story oriented puzzles.
Original and gripping score for each location.
In-Game detailed collectibles to enhance to the story.
Horror fiction inspired by writers such as Algernon Blackwood and H. P. Lovecraft.
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Title: Hidden: On the trail of the Ancients
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Lost Spell
Publisher:
Lost Spell
Release Date: 5 Aug, 2015
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows: XP / Vista / 7 / 8
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz, AMD Athlon X2 2.0 GHz
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD 4000 (dual channel RAM recommended), GeForce 8600 GT, Radeon HD 3650 with 512MB video
memory
Storage: 4 GB available space

English,German,Greek,Russian,Turkish
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The objective of this game is to guide your rover to mine for ores and to escape. While the game is fully playable and does have
a pretty decent amount of content for this early stage of development. It still lacks a lot of key features to make the gameplay
exciting.
No background music.
Controls feel clunky.
When playing solo you will struggle a lot. I played as engineer. The rover will almost always get destroyed by bugs because the
bugs all come at once. You have to feind yourself and the rover. If one dies, the mission is failed. You can heal yourself but
there is no way to repair the Rover or mitigate damage from bugs. So you will almost certainly be overwhelmed by bugs since
you also have to manage your heat. Perhaps it should cool off faster to handle the bugs.
It feels like it would be better if bugs come in increasing stages.
I like the tutorial and I'm giving this a thumbs up because you can't go wrong for \u20ac0,99.
I bought the game because I want to support the devs who look awesome. Check out this video
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=42WsZ3vC79A
I'm really curious to see how they will develop the game within 6 weeks to a full release.. Pretty fun and surprisingly deep for
the price. Also harder than it looks, even on easy difficulty. Suffers a little from unforgiving RNG which can sometimes feel
unfair.
The game mechanics are pretty straightforward and turn based, there are two separate parts to the game, the strategic part where
you collect resources which you spend on upgrades to your kingdom or recruiting and upgrading new units. Random events pop
up which allow you to go questing or seach for resources or treasure items that you can equip to your soldiers, or you can focus
on healing your units or researching new technology. Or you can choose to fight tactical battles against the enemies, which you
have to fight before your kingdom gets overrun.
The tactical battles are played on a relatively small grid filled with terrain obstructions. Placement of units seems fairly random
and there doesn't seem to be any way to set a formation for your units to stay in. You can get badly screwed by initial placement
pretty easily especially if you're going with a team of glass cannons like rogues and mages. I've only played about an hour but so
far I found these battles pretty tough. The enemies are equivalent if not superior to all the units available to you at the start, so
you'll need to team up and at least plan to use 2 units of your own for every 1 enemy, and even then it can be a close thing if the
RNG goes their way.
Anyway, it's a challenging but fun game with a surprising amount of depth, and it's cheap. Give it a shot!. Richard Wiggins is a
beast, Hands down one of my favorite characters in the game.
A good pack if you're looking to expand your skins in game.. Remember Sensible Soccer?. without season pass game looks like
wwe 2k16.5 season pass make it 2k17. the description sounded neat. the song in the video was rad, it was cheap. so i grabbed it.
i didn't particularaly care about the supposed stock rpg maker sprites and the like (i haven't played an rpg maker game, before so
i could't tell, anyhow.)
things started off okay enough until it became apparent that in order to proceed you need to repeat every conversation at least 3
or 4 times in order to select every possible answer and conversation fork, which makes no sense whatsoever and killed my desire
to continue any further.
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While this game is certainly not a real simulation, it is a ton of fun. Great arcadey ship to ship battles, many ship choices and
varied tasks all make this a great game.. Brakes do not release, throttle does not operate, headlight does not work. In short this
vehicle cannot be moved.
. Update: On level 4, I think I almost beat it, but the game has broken my will to live, this game is HARD!
Played the demo a few times and snagged the game. Playing through the first few levels I'm really enjoying this game. It
certainly has the retro feel to it. It is certainly getting harder and still loving it. How did I miss this title? If you are looking for
an old school game and want something new, with a challengeI HIGHLY RECOMMEND THIS. Here is my experience with the
demo if you are curious:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=GS5IuxF4uNo. Airships: Conquer The Skies - A very unique, almost sandbox driven
steampunk strategy \/ adventure game. The aim to win is to create an empire from successful inventions (and maneuvering these
inventions correctly in battle) and using them to dominate the map in gradually larger, more fleshed out and grittier wars that
have far more diverse airships and tanks than found mostly at the start of the game. The game itself has a steep learning curve,
and you'll need to discover what works best with an airship\/tank early on, lest you be the fodder that enemies choose to pull
scrap from. The conquering system works well, with sabotage options and secret service protection that can be managed in tiers
by the ruler or... general (???) of your country (you). What I like best is the variety of battle you can have in this game, and the
level of optimisation and satisfaction you can achieve by creating the best airship and \/ or tank to be used in battle. There are
also very interesting game modifiers you can bring in, as well as buffs and nerfs certain aspects of said game. It's interesting to
see the full warpath laid out and discover where you went wrong, as well as what works best against what (bomber against low
flying\/ low range airships). Lots of fun indeed, worth every cent i spent (around 20 australian dollars, I believe) I'd most likely
price this around $25 for those interested in getting a game as good as this (at least, for its unique qualities). I'd rate this game a
solid 7 out of 10 before the learning curve, 8 out of 10 after the learning curve, and 10 out of 10 if they added more content and
after conquest events. I believe as of writing, I have over 12 (possibly over 20?) hours and intend to spend more in such a
fascinating game. I should warn those of you interested in multiplayer though, it's fairly barren of players, so really, focus on
single-player campaigning for a game such as this. Enjoy! (and yes, I definitely recommend this game). game isn't loading n not
letting me play someone plz help me
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